
Wrestler of the Day – May 4:
Chyna
Treat this one for what it is. Today is Chyna.

Chyna  would  debut  as  HHH’s  bodyguard  back  in  1997.  She
destroyed  various  people  and  joined  DX  along  with  Shawn
Michaels  and  HHH.  Eventually  she  would  join  them  in  the
occasional match, with her first one coming on May 4, 1998’s
Raw.

DOA/Legion of Doom vs. D-Generation X

8 man tag here. The referee throws out Sunny to take away the
visual part of this. The Outlaws come out on mopeds. Lawler
says he took some Viagra earlier today. Chyna is thrown out
also. HHH says not so fast because she’s replacing X-Pac in
the match. This is actually happening and it’s Animal vs. Road
Dogg to get us going. A powerbomb is broken up but a powerslam
hits for two. You figure out who did it to who.

Off to 8-Ball (how does Ross tell them apart?) but he gets
beaten down by the future Game. Jerry tries to call this the
first intergender match in company history. Not quite but I
guess  they’re  trying  to  say  mixed  tag  is  different  than
intergender. Billy hits a Fameasser to take over and here’s
Chyna to a POP. She busts out a hurricanrana for two but Skull
shoves her off with ease.

We take a break and come back with HHH stomping away on one of
the bikers but he gets caught in a powerslam for two. Hot tag
brings in Hawk and Jerry thinks the LOD just wanted to keep
the titles off the DOA. Chyna comes in again and goes up but
Hawk knocks her to the floor. He gets a shot in the bird eggs
for it and everything breaks down with a three on one DX
beatdown to Hawk.
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Off to Roadie again as this is getting some time. Billy comes
in now and JR sings his praises. He charges after Hawk in the
corner (Billy, not JR) and they ram heads which lets 8-Ball
get the tag. The LOD and DOA get into a fight which was
expected and DX watches (smart) from the ring. LOD gets in
some chair shots but they’re only somewhat successful. The
match is thrown out.

Rating: C-. This was just a way to get Chyna out there and set
up the tag feud. This wasn’t much of note but the popularity
of DX is certainly noteworthy. LOD vs. DOA would go on FOREVER
and it was boring the entire time. Eventually Paul Ellering
was brought in for some reason and it didn’t go anywhere else.
Not much of a match.

Chyna would only wrestle once or twice in 1998 but would start
competing more full time in 1999. One of her first major
matches was when she was part of the Corporation. On May 11,
1999, she took part in the Corporate Rumble with the #30 spot
in the Royal Rumble on the line.

Corporate Rumble

This is a mini-Rumble where the winner gets to be #30. We open
with Shamrock vs. Billy Gunn (not in the Corporation so I
guess this is an open field for some reason?) and after a
break we’re ready to go. Oh apparently this is DX vs. the
Corporation. Why would Vince agree to that? Shamrock kicks
Gunn off the apron before Gunn gets in and DIVES ONTO THE
FLOOR, eliminating himself in the process.

Shamrock pounds away on Billy as Shane cheers him on. The Boss
Man is #3 and Billy is in big trouble already. Gunn comes back
with a forearm but Boss Man chokes him down. Test is #4 (I
think the intervals are about once a minute) to make it two on
one. A big boot put Gunn down but they can’t eliminate him.
Thankfully X-Pac is #5 but after only a few seconds, Test
hiptosses Billy out.



The layout powerbomb puts Pac down but Road Dogg is #6. He’s
still got the blood all over him and nothing happens until
Kane is #7. A clothesline puts Roadie out and Pac is stuck
3-1. HHH is #8 and things speed up. Test accidentally hits
Kane and gets knocked out as a result. HHH and Pac take out
Kane but Pac is eliminated in the process. That leaves HHH vs.
Boss Man….until Vince is a surprise entrant at #9.

Shane of course erupts as Vince sneaks in and eliminates both
guys to seemingly win the thing. He tears his shirt off ala
Hogan, but Chyna is another surprise entrant at #10. The place
goes nuts but the Stooges won’t let her get in. Chyna decks
both of them and here comes Austin. The distraction is enough
to let Chyna throw Vince out (apparently knocking him out cold
in the process) and get the #30 spot. Shane freaks to end the
show.

Rating: D+. This is a hard one to grade because the wrestling
barely existed, but the fan reaction was incredible, as Vince
got a ton of heat but Chyna’s pop was even better. Good
surprise here but as usual, it’s all about the payoff and
nothing about the buildup to that payoff. Such is life in the
Attitude Era.

Along with the Corporation, Chyna would go to war with DX,
including this tag match at In Your House #27. HHH was livid
at her for her betrayal and it’s time for revenge.

HHH/X-Pac vs. Kane/Chyna

HHH is all fired up for this one. He takes off the DX shirt to
reveal a Chyna shirt which he rips to pieces. Shane McMahon
comes out to do some commentary. HHH pounds away on Kane to
start but is quickly clotheslined down. HHH comes back with a
shot to the face and brings in X-Pac for some right hands,
only to have Kane easily toss him into the corner to take
over.

Chyna comes in with a forearm but misses a charge as this is



the first man on woman match in WWF history. Chyna avoids the
Bronco Buster and things slow down a bit until it’s back to
Kane. HHH comes back in with a top rope fist to the face but
goes after Chyna instead, allowing Kane to come back with the
top rope clothesline for no cover. Chyna gets the tag and
escapes a quick suplex attempt to slam HHH down in a nice
power display.

Back to X-Pac to crank on the arm and avoid a charge in the
corner, setting up a double suplex by DX. Chyna tries to come
in off the top but gets launched off the top rope at Kane to
keep DX in control. Kane is clotheslined to the floor as
everything breaks down. X-Pac dives at Shane before heading
back inside to get slammed down by Kane for no cover. Chyna
comes back in with a running powerslam before Kane gets the
tag and pounds away as well.

HHH is watching a bit too intently, allowing Chyna to blast
him in the face before clotheslining X-Pac down for two. Chyna
hooks a sleeper hold on X-Pac but gets taken down by a belly
to back suplex. A hot tag brings in HHH and everything breaks
down again. HHH hits the knee to Chyna’s face but Kane pulls
him to the floor to prevent a Pedigree attempt. Chyna gets
caught in the corner for the Bronco Buster but Shane sneaks in
to jump X-Pac. X-Pac chases him to the back and HHH sends Kane
into the steps. HHH loads up the Pedigree but Kane comes in
with a chokeslam to give Chyna the easy pin.

Rating: D+. The match was all built around the story but the
question is which story. That was the problem with this whole
thing: it was such a mess with all the twists and turns that
people stopped caring. Eventually at Wrestlemania, Chyna would
turn face again to rejoin HHH but then literally less than an
hour later they would both turn heel to join the Corporation.
Think that’s enough twists and turns?

Chyna would continue doing stuff women didn’t often do by
entering the 1999 King of the Ring.



King of the Ring Quarterfinals: Road Dogg vs. Chyna

Road Dogg has a “Down Where, Down There” shirt. Yeah they
didn’t steal any of that from the NWO, not a thing. He does
his standard intro which forever proves that wrestling doesn’t
need to exist to get a character over. DX is more or less dead
here as it’s just him and X-Pac. Chyna and HHH are heels now.
Roadie got in over Godfather and Chyna over Val Venis.

For an idea on the in ring stuff at the time, none of the 8
qualifying matches went longer than 3 minutes. This is really
just a way for Chyna to showcase herself and that’s fine. They
start with a very nice hammerlock sequence. The thing that’s
forgotten  about  Chyna  is  that  she  could  wrestle.  Killer
Kowalski said she could so that’s pretty solid. I said that
before Ross did so I’m happy.

She dominates for a decent while until we hit the floor and
HHH slams Roadie into the post. We hear Chyna call a spot
which happens at times so that’s ok. Chyna gets points for
using a DDT so I like her more than I did for her looks. She
steals the Road Dogg’s knee drop which makes me chuckle and
gets her a lot of heat. It amazes me how far she fell. Road
Dogg can’t really fight back here which is the storyline of
the match, which makes a lot of sense actually.

And there’s your ref bump and HHH putting Chyna on top. Make
your own jokes. It only gets two though to a GREAT pop. Now
Commissioner Shawn comes out for no apparent reason other than
to stop HHH. Road Dogg finally snaps and uses his regular
offense as HHH is thrown out by Shawn. Chyna goes for her mega
low blow but Road Dogg is wearing a metal cup which makes a
lot of sense. The pumphandle ends it.

Rating: C+. There was some interesting stuff here. Chyna was a
big deal on a semi national level so that’s always a cool
thing.  Road  Dogg  was  showing  he  could  actually  put  on  a
passable match, and the cup thing was smart but simple. This



was certainly ok, but it could have been improved by being a
few minutes shorter. It wasn’t bad at all though.

During the insanity that was 1999, Chyna found herself in a
triple threat with Undertaker and HHH for the WWF Title shot
at Summerslam 1999 on August 9, 1999’s Raw.

Chyna vs. Undertaker vs. HHH

Commissioner Shawn Michaels is guest referee for reasons that
aren’t clear, falls count anywhere and JESSE VENTURA is guest
commentator. HHH shoves Chyna down to start and hammers away
on  Undertaker  in  the  corner.  You  know  that’s  fine  with
Undertaker as he throws HHH into the corner and pounds away
before lifting Chyna in the air by the throat. Chyna rakes the
eyes so Taker shoves her to the floor. HHH makes the save but
gets kicked in the face and sent outside as well.

The guys fight on the ramp as the announcers talk about HHH
being #1 contender coming in but having to defend it here.
Jesse spends the entire match talking about how important this
is  because  it’s  for  a  chance  to  become  World  Heavyweight
Champion. I love hearing commentators do that for a change.
HHH and Undertaker come back inside where Chyna has to save
HHH from a chokeslam.

She shoves HHH down and hits him low before walking into the
softest  chokeslam  ever  from  Undertaker.  The  fans  aren’t
pleased and let the Dead Man know about it. The guys slug it
out again as Steve Austin returns from being hospitalized
earlier in the night. All three people are on the floor and
here’s Austin to blast HHH in the head with a chair. He puts
Chyna on top to send her to Summerslam in a huge upset.

Rating: D+. This would be the second of literally four or five
#1 contenders matches which wound up seeing HHH and Mankind
both getting the title shot. Chyna winning was there for a big
shock  while  the  other  two  punched  each  other  for  eight
minutes. At the end of the day she was very popular so this



win wasn’t a…..ok yeah this was a huge stretch but it’s not
like it lasted.

Since  she  didn’t  get  to  go  after  the  World  Title  at
Summerslam, she settled for going after the Intercontinental
Title over the next few months. Her big showdown with champion
Jeff Jarrett came at No Mercy 1999 in a Good Housekeeping
match.  The  idea  was  that  Jarrett  thought  Chyna  should  be
cooking and cleaning and was going to prove it.

There’s one more interesting thing to this match. This match
is,  among  other  reasons,  the  main  reason  why  Jarrett  was
thrown out of the WWF and told never to come back. In other
words, TNA wouldn’t be around if not for this match. The thing
was, this had been built up for months at this point. This
more or less was the 3rd biggest match on the card. You could
argue the 2nd biggest. One problem: Jarrett’s contract expired
Saturday night or Friday or whenever.

Point is: he wasn’t under contract for Sunday and was the
Intercontinental  Champion.  Vince  has  a  major  problem  and
Jarrett realizes it. So, Jarrett says pay him somewhere around
$400,000 or he’s not showing up. He had Vince over a barrel so
he  got  paid.  The  thing  is,  Jarrett  did  nothing  wrong
whatsoever.

Vince messed up here as he didn’t realize that he had a major
issue coming up and he just let it go. Jarrett utilized supply
and demand. There was a very high demand for his services and
a small supply. He used simple economics and charged Vince a
very high price tag for it. Not a thing wrong with it at all.
Also, how many times do people get the better of Vince? I love
that.

Intercontinental Title: Chyna vs. Jeff Jarrett

Remember this is more or less a weapons match with certain
weapons only. Chyna, the liberated woman, is wearing a thong.
Sure why not. Miss Kitty is amazing looking of course so



that’s no shock. This is a glorified comedy match but that’s
working  for  something  like  this  as  it  fits  the  storyline
pretty well. Chyna shoves a banana in Jarrett’s face while he
has a toilet seat around his neck. See what I’m dealing with
here?

All Chyna so far here until she misses an elbow from the apron
through a table. She broke the salami that was on the table.
Apparently this is falls count anywhere as well. Jarrett hits
her in the back with a fish. Ok then. Chyna beats up Miss
Kitty but gets caught in the figure four, which was Jarrett’s
finisher at the time. Ah there are the ropes. Jarrett comes
off the second rope and the tongs he has wind up on his balls.

We’ve got pies. You might notice there is no sort of wrestling
or flow to this at all. Don’t bother looking for it as this is
a glorified comedy match. Kitchen sink shot gets two. There
goes the referee. Who says the late 90s were overbooked? Chyna
takes the title to the face…and gets pinned? Apparently so.

BUT WAIT!

The referee says the IC Title isn’t a household item so he
can’t use it for the pin. Chyna blasts him with a guitar and
that’s ok for the pin and the title. Ok then. Kitty leaves
with Chyna, leading to a weird semi-lesbian angle without ever
saying that’s what it was.

Rating: C-. Not really a match but it ended the angle in a way
that fit perfectly. I’m ok with that as it at least made
sense. This was a solid blowoff to the match so that’s all I
can ask for I guess. Jarrett would be in WCW in like a day or
so, never to return again due to taking advantage of Vince’s
error.

Chyna  would  start  a  rivalry  with  a  newcomer  named  Chris
Jericho, defending against him at Survivor Series 1999.

Intercontinental Title: Chyna vs. Chris Jericho



Jericho has only been around a few months and is challenging
here. Chyna has Miss Kitty here who isn’t even hiding that
she’s T&A here, coming out in a bikini and that’s it. Oh and
boots. It’s a brawl to start and Kitty is shoved down because
Jericho is a jerk. They head to the floor with Jericho’s knees
going into the steps, but Chyna misses a dive off said steps
to give the Canadian control.

Back in and Jericho gets hot shotted onto the ropes and put in
the Tree of Woe. Chyna tries a German but Jericho kicks her
low….with no effect because Chyna isn’t a guy. A standing rana
takes Jericho down but he pops back up and clotheslines her to
the floor. The springboard dive takes Chyna out again as JR
talks about not being into the match due to what happened to
Austin. For once this is an acceptable statement.

Jericho throws Chyna over the announce table and pours water
over her head because Jericho is a jerk. Back in and a missile
dropkick gets two for Jericho as does a small package for
Chyna. Chyna tries to make a comeback but Jericho bulldogs him
down for two and a BIG face pop. A spinwheel kick puts Chyna
down and Jericho is swaggering. A clothesline puts Chyna on
the floor and Kitty gets kissed.

Chyna comes back with a spear and posts Jericho as the crowd
noticeably gets quieter. Back in and Jericho hits a layout
powerbomb for two and Jericho is getting frustrated. Lionsault
misses and Chyna hits the springboard elbow and a DDT for two.
With about two minutes left, Lawler mentions a stipulation
that Jericho will get a sex change if he loses. Keep those
priorities straight guys.

With the referee down, a belt shot to the head gets two for
Chris but Chyna comes back with a Pedigree for two of her own.
Jericho puts her in the Walls but Chyna finally makes the
rope. The place boos the submission being broken. Jericho
loads up a superplex but a Kitty distraction lets Chyna hit
him low and a Pedigree (kind of) off the top gets the pin to



retain the title.

Rating: B. This took a bit to get going but they hit a groove
in that ending sequence. The most important thing here though
was Jericho wrestled her like any other opponent rather than
making a spectacle out of her being a woman. These two would
stay at it for awhile until Chyna went nuts and eventually
started wrestling women, which was the downfall of her career.
Well that and being nuts and HHH breaking up with her, but
that’s another story.

Jericho would eventually take the title, before a rematch
ended in a double pin. They were co-champions for awhile,
until a match at the 2000 Royal Rumble would settle things.
Hardcore Holly is thrown in for no apparent reason.

Intercontinental Title: Chris Jericho vs. Chyna vs. Hardcore
Holly

You know Jericho is fired up to be in MSG. He talks about how
awesome his championship celebration will be, as it will make
the  millennium  celebration  look  like  his  sister’s  seventh
birthday party. Holly piefaces Chyna down to start before
getting in a slap fight with Jericho. Chyna gets sent to the
floor for the Slaughter fall, leaving the blondes to fight for
a bit. Holly hits that perfect dropkick of his but Jericho
comes back with the forearm.

They slug it out until Holly tries a rana (huh?), only to get
caught in the Walls. Chyna makes the save, basically turning
heel at the same time. Chyna sends Holly to the floor and gets
drilled by Jericho. Holly and Chyna go to the floor where
Jericho tries a dive but slips and only hits Holly. Back in
and there’s the handspring elbow and DDT from Chyna to the
Canadian for two. Everyone heads to the floor where Jericho
saves Chyna from a chair shot. Back in and both champions go
up for a kind of double splash for two.

They both tried for a cover and a fight breaks out as a



result. Chyna escapes a belly to back suplex and hits Jericho
low, followed by a Pedigree for two on Holly. Chyna goes up
but gets caught in a modified Doomsday Device (cross body
instead of a clothesline) for a very close two. That probably
should have been the finish. Now Jericho loads up a superplex
but gets crotched for his efforts. Holly gets superplexed by
Chyna but gets two on her off the bounce. Chyna chairs Holly
in the head and puts on the Walls, only to have Jericho break
it up and hit the Lionsault for the undisputed title and a BIG
pop.

Rating: C+. This was pretty good and too short to get bad. It
could have been on Raw but see, back in 2000, there was this
crazy idea of finishing angles on PPV. I know that’s insane
now and everything ends in a big match on Raw or rather just
stops happening one day, but back in the old days, they ended
like this. Match was fine.

Chyna  would  soon  get  into  a  feud  with  the  newly  arrived
Radicalz, facing them at Wrestlemania 2000 in a six person tag
as she teamed with Too Cool.

Radicalz vs. Too Cool/Chyna

This would be Saturn/Malenko/Guerrero. They’re brand new at
this point and Dean is already Light Heavyweight Champion. Too
Cool was their first feud and it was a big enough deal that
Too Cool rode it to a tag title reign in a few months. Eddie
and Scotty start things off and Scott has his hat knocked off
almost immediately. A tilt-a-whirl backbreaker puts Eddie down
and it’s off to Chyna, sending Guerrero running off to Dean.

Malenko loads up a fast powerbomb but Scotty clotheslines him
down to break it up. Chyna and the Grandmaster suplex Malenko
down and it’s time to dance. Back to Eddie to face Grandmaster
with Sexay hitting a quick suplex. Saturn breaks up the top
rope legdrop though and the Radicalz take over. Perry comes in
legally now and steals Grandmaster’s dew rag, somehow making



him look even more ridiculous.

Eddie comes back in and allows Grandmaster to make a tag to
Scotty. That goes badly for the non Radicalzas Scotty charges
into a hot shot followed by the slingshot hilo for no cover.
Grandmaster comes back in sans tag and throws Eddie to the
floor as things fall apart. Scotty loads up a double Worm on
Saturn and Malenko but an Eddie distraction lets them get back
up. There’s no one in the ring at the moment until we get back
to Scotty vs. Eddie. Perry comes back in and superkicks Hotty
down.

A top rope elbow hits Scotty but again there’s no cover.
Instead it’s back to Guerrero who goes up but takes too long,
allowing Scotty to crotch him. A superplex puts both guys down
and  there’s  the  hot  tag  to  Chyna.  She  cleans  house  with
handspring elbows and a double low blow to Saturn and Malenko.
Eddie decks her though, breaking part of her outfit in the
process. Chyna escapes a powerbomb into one of her own, grabs
Eddie’s crotch and slams him down before finishing him with a
sleeper drop.

Rating: D+. This didn’t work for me for the most part but the
main story of Chyna vs. Eddie was advanced which is the right
idea. This would wind up meaning nothing (in a way) though as
Chyna would fall victim to the Latino Heat the next day,
starting a summer long relationship between the two. I guess
that crotch grab changed her mind.

The following night on Raw, Eddie and Chyna would hook up and
stay together for most of the summer. This is probably Chyna’s
best story and is pretty well remembered. Eddie and Chyna
would regularly team together, including this match on June 5,
2000 on Raw.

Godfather/Dean Malenko vs. Chyna/Eddie Guerrero

This is before Dean was a ladies man so it’s just an oddball
team. Eddie interrupts the Godfather’s lines to tick off the



fans. This is the followup to Eddie costing Godfather a match
against Chyna on Heat. Godfather and Eddie start things off
with Eddie being tossed into the corner but Chyna blocks the
Ho Train.

Dean comes in and counters a rollup into a wheelbarrow suplex
for two. A rana puts Malenko down and it’s off to Chyna whose
DDT is easily countered by Dean. The handspring elbow connects
with Malenko in the corner before it’s back to Eddie. Dean
hiptosses him into the Godfather’s Ho’s, ticking off Chyna in
the process. Back in and Eddie counters a tilt-a-whirl slam
into a small package to pin Dean.

Rating: D+. Again this didn’t have any time to go anywhere but
notice again that they’re putting a bunch of different acts
out there to keep things from getting stale. Yeah we get some
repetitive stuff in the back, but it’s a bunch of quick shots
instead of long drawn out segments to dull the fans’ minds. In
short: keep things moving rather than constantly putting the
same stuff out there over and over again.

The pair would face Trish Stratus and Val Venis in a tag team
match at Summerslam with Val’s Intercontinental Title on the
line.

Intercontinental  Title:  Trish  Stratus/Val  Venis  vs.  Eddie
Guerrero/Chyna

Val is champion and the first fall here gets the title, other
than Trish that is. Trish’s little white shorts get a BIG pop
as you would expect. The guys start things off with Eddie
speeding things up and hitting a jumping back elbow for two. A
snap suplex gets the same and Guerrero escapes a powerbomb
before clotheslining Val down. Eddie catches Val’s kick to the
ribs and whips him around into a Chyna clothesline.

A double flapjack puts Venis down for two and Chyna hits
another clothesline for two. Trish tries to get in a cheap
shot but the distraction allows Val to take over. A LOUD Chyna



chant starts up but Val suplexes her down for two. Chyna
avoids a middle rope elbow but her powerbomb is countered with
a backdrop. Instead Chyna takes him down with a DDT and it’s
back to Eddie to clean house. A springboard hurricanrana gets
two on the champion but

Val drops him face first onto the buckle and puts Eddie down
with a Blue Thunder Bomb. They headbutt each other to put both
guys down but Trish tags herself in and gets two on Eddie.
Jerry tries to give the blonde pointers but Eddie easily takes
Trish down. Off to Chyna and the mauling is on, but Val breaks
up the handspring elbow attempt. Chyna avoids a double team
and Eddie pulls Val to the floor, allowing Chyna to gorilla
press Trish for the pin and the title.

Rating: D+. The match was nothing but the girls looked good
enough to carry it. This would be another part of a long
storyline as Eddie would cost Chyna the title in about two
weeks, accidentally stealing it for himself. Val would split
with Trish after this and join up with the Right to Censor for
the next few months. Not much to see here other than Trish in
the shorts.

Eddie would get caught cheating on Chyna soon after this,
leading to a feud between the two. One of their showdowns,
albeit with three partners each, took place at Survivor Series
2000.

Radicalz vs. Team Chyna

Chris Benoit, Perry Saturn, Dean Malenko, Eddie Guerrero
Road Dogg, Billy Gunn, K-Kwik, Chyna

Kwik is R-Truth, which is what I’ll be referring to him as
more than likely. Eddie is IC Champion and Dean is Light
Heavyweight Champion. I would call this Team DX but they’re
not together anymore. Saturn and Gunn get things going here
but it’s quickly off to Chyna for a double suplex. Chyna
pounds away in the corner as we’re waiting on the Eddie vs.



Chyna showdown. A powerslam gets two on Saturn and there’s the
handspring elbow but Saturn catches her. A DDT puts Saturn
down but everything breaks down. Eddie hits Chyna in the back
with a title belt and Saturn gets the easy pin.

Roadie  comes  in  next  but  gets  suplexed  down  almost
immediately. Off to Eddie who pounds away and dropkicks Dogg’s
knee out. Dean co

mes in but it’s quickly back to Eddie for a slingshot hilo
onto the knee. Eddie goes up but runs his mouth too long,
allowing Roadie to superplex him down. There’s the hot tag to
Billy  who  immediately  charges  into  a  triple  team  in  the
Radicals’ corner. Smart guy that Billy. Billy fights them off
and takes over on Eddie with a gorilla press and the One and
Only (sleeper drop) for the pin and elimination.

Off to Dean vs. Truth with the latter flipping out of a hip
toss. Truth tries a Downward Spiral but Dean falls backwards
instead. Eh they screwed that one up. Off to Benoit who wants
nothing to do with the hipping and the hopping so he Germans
the tar out of Truth for the pin to make it 3-2. Off to Saturn
vs. Road Dogg with the former taking over. Dean suplexes Dogg
down for two and it’s back to Saturn for a northern lights
suplex to get us down to Saturn/Benoit/Malenko vs. Billy.

Billy gets to fight Dean first with the Radicals taking over
quickly.  Benoit  low  bridges  Billy  but  Saturn  accidentally
superkicks Benoit on the floor. Back in the ring Dean ducks
his head and the Fameasser makes it 2-1. A Jackhammer gets two
on Saturn as Benoit makes the save. Benoit hits the Swan Dive
for two and the Wolverine is shocked on the kickout. Benoit is
sent to the apron and Gunn tries to suplex him back in, only
for the Warrior/Rude ending with Saturn tripping Billy and
holding his foot for the pin.

Rating: C. This was fine but it never got to be anything
interesting. Truth never worked in the WWF in his original run



and the whole tandem rapping thing with Road Dogg didn’t work
at all. Gunn was into that awkward singles stage of his which
never worked the way the company wanted it to. Not bad here
but it was nothing better than fine.

Chyna would hurt her neck soon after this and be forced to
wrestle women. She would also pose in Playboy, causing the
Right to Censor to freak out. This led to Chyna vs. RTC member
Ivory for the Women’s Title at Wrestlemania X7.

Women’s Title: Chyna vs. Ivory

For one of the only times ever, Chyna looks great here. Ivory
holds the belt to her face before the bell, but the referee is
shoved away to let Ivory hit Chyna in the back with said
title. Ivory gets in a few more shots but Chyna catches a boot
in the corner. The destruction begins and Ivory is beaten down
in the corner. A powerbomb kills Ivory dead but Chyna pulls
her up at two. Instead it’s a gorilla press slam for the pin
and the title. Chyna would bail on the company about a month
later without ever losing the title.

Here’s a match I have to include for historical sake. From Raw
on April 30, 2001.

Trish Stratus vs. Chyna

If this were like 4 years later, it could have been a featured
PPV match. These two kind of missed in the timeline though.
Trish is getting a lot of her signature looks and styles down
but is wearing shorts instead of the long pants. Heyman does
the sponsor ad for the Judgment Day PPV which would be Chyna’s
last WWF match. Trish tries a charge and literally bounces off
Chyna. This is domination even though Chyna doesn’t want to
hurt her. Military press puts Trish down as does a jackknife,
good for the pin. One of the most dominant squashes I’ve ever
seen.

Chyna grabs the mic and says she doesn’t have much competition



so she’s going to spank her opponents instead of pinning them.
Cue Lita to a big old pop. She challenges Chyna and this
actually approaches epic. Chyna squashed her because that’s
all  she  did  to  the  other  Divas.  The  spanking  thing  was
supposed to be….well I’m not sure what it was supposed to be.
It was Chyna’s last American match for about 10 years.

And now, their match from Judgment Day 2001.

Women’s Title: Chyna vs. Lita

Lita is insanely over here. And here’s Chyna looking like a
freaking peacock. That’s JR’s term, not mine. They hug before
the match as I guess Lita is ok with Chyna being all evil to
her and not seeming to take this seriously at all. This is
power vs. speed here and both use their own better attribute
to take over for a bit. Lita tries to help Chyna up and gets
rolled up for two. Ok so she’s hot but not incredibly smart.
Got it.

Chyna overpowers the match with ease to start but Lita gets a
DDT for two. She finally wakes up and hammers away on Chyna.
Middle rope clothesline gets two. Lita goes for the arm as
this is getting sloppy. The fans are still in it though so
they have that at least. Swinging neckbreaker by Chyna sets up
a powerslam for two.

Lita channels her inner Alberto by hooking up a rolling cross
armbreaker and Chyna is in real trouble all of a sudden. Chyna
reverses into a headscissors and here’s Eddie for no apparent
reason.  She  tries  a  powerbomb  but  Lita  reverses  into  a
horrible looking rana for two. And then a powerbomb by Chyna
ends this clean. Nothing from Eddie other than standing there
and Chyna more or less didn’t break a sweat.

Rating: D. This was supposed to be the big showdown? Chyna
destroyed Lita here and made her look like a joke. This was
Chyna’s last match in the company as she was taken off TV and
the title was held up. She held the title until November



anyway so there simply were no title matches for about six
months. In short, Chyna destroyed the division and it took
Trish and Lita to bring it back to whatever it was. Oh and
this match was awful.

Chyna would go to Japan for awhile and do nothing of note.
After going a bit insane, Chyna would make a one night return
to wrestling in TNA, at Sacrifice 2011.

Jeff Jarrett/Karen Jarrett vs. Kurt Angle/Chyna

This should be….interesting. Christy points out that it’s guy
on guy and girl on girl. Those exact words. TNA seems rather
sexually frustrated tonight for some reason. Chyna looks like
Captain America. We get a vague reference to Chyna and Jarrett
feuding over the IC Title back in WWF without saying any of
that of course. The guys start because we haven’t seen that in
awhile right?

Loud Angle chant to start us off as Karen is about to cry.
Chyna’s Gonna Kill You according to the crowd. Chyna gets
tagged in and Karen hides on the floor. Jeff sneaks around and
comes in as apparently he’s still legal so Kurt doesn’t have
to be tagged in. Ankle lock goes on but Karen’s distraction
leads to her being almost fed to Chyna. Gorgeous dropkick by
Jeff puts Kurt down.

The fans want Chyna which means she might do a total of one
move. Jeff and Kurt do the majority of the work here as you
would expect them to. Kurt snaps back into it (OH YEAH!) and a
belly to belly gets two. Angle Slam can’t hit and it’s Rolling
Germans time. Jeff takes over again and says it’s over. Stroke
is countered into the ankle lock but Jeff escapes. Angle Slam
hits for two.

Chyna finally gets tagged in and (mostly) slams Jeff. Supelx
looks a bit weird and Karen says I love you but no. Chyna goes
after Karen in full on stalker mode but Karen walks into Kurt
in the ring. Chyna gets her and hits a splash/clothesline in



the corner. Pedigree hits and Tenay calls it a DDT. That has
to be better than the powerbomb. Ankle lock goes on but Jeff
won’t let her tap. Angle grabs one on Jarrett and Karen taps.

Rating: C. I’m not sure what to grade this so we’ll go with it
right in the middle. While it wasn’t much, this was more or
less exactly what they had to do. Chyna isn’t tested in the
ring recently and Karen can’t wrestle so they let the guys
have a quick match and let Chyna hit like two moves to end it.
The feud is likely going to continue unless they had the
weakest blowoff in recent memory. Not great, but exactly what
it was destined to be.

Chyna is certainly an interesting case. She reached a point in
1999 where she stopped being a female wrestler and started
being a wrestler who happened to be female. She was VERY over
for awhile before going nuts and thinking she was way more
valuable than she really was. I think she reached her peak as
far as success, but that doesn’t mean she wasn’t very talented
in  her  own  right.  The  things  she  accomplished  can’t  be
overlooked and the fact that no one has gotten close ever
since says a lot.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of Survivor Series at Amazon for just
$3.99 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
under $4 at:


